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NEW QUESTION: 1
What 802.11 fast roaming solution allows a client to
authenticate to a different AP than that to which it is
connected through the AP to which it is connected?
A. Virtual Private Network (VPN)
B. Preauthentication
C. Captive Portal
D. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Examine this code:
Which two are valid correlations to the code to avoid or
mitigate SQL Injection?
A. CREATE PROCEDURE list_products_dynamic (p_product_name
VARCHAR2
DEFAULT NULL) ASTYPE cv_pordtyp IS REF CURSOR;cv
cv_prodtyp;v_prodname
prod_info.name%TYPE;v_listprice prod_info.price%TYPE;v_bind
VARCHAR2
(400);BEGINv_bind := '%' | | p_product_name | | '%';OPEN cv FOR
'SELECT name, price FROM prod_info WHERE name LIKE ' | |
v_bind;LOOPFETCH cv INTO v_prodname, v_listprice;EXIT WHEN
cv%NOTFOUND;DBMS_OUTPU.PUT_LINE ('Product Info: ' | |
v_prodname | | ',' | | v_listprice);END LOOP;CLOSE cv;END;
B. CREATE PROCEDURE list_products_dynamic (p_product_name
VARCHAR2
DEFAULT NULL) ASTYPE cv_pordtyp IS REF CURSOR;cv
cv_prodtyp;v_prodname
prod_info.name%TYPE;v_listprice prod_info.price%TYPE;v_bind
VARCHAR2
(400);BEGINv_bind := '%' | | p_product_name | | '%';OPEN cv FOR
'SELECT name, price FROM prod_info WHERE name LIKE :b' USING
v_bind;LOOPFETCH cv INTO v_prodname, v_listprice;EXIT WHEN
cv%NOTFOUND;DBMS_OUTPU.PUT_LINE ('Product Info: ' | |
v_prodname | | ',' | | v_listprice);END LOOP;CLOSE cv;END;
C. CREATE PROCEDURE list_products_dynamic (p_product_name
VARCHAR2
DEFAULT NULL) ASTYPE cv_pordtyp IS REF CURSOR;cv
cv_prodtyp;v_prodname
prod_info.name%TYPE;v_listprice prod_info.price%TYPE;v_bind
VARCHAR2
(400);BEGINv_bind := '''%' | | p_product_name | | '%''';OPEN cv
FOR 'SELECT name, price FROM prod_info WHERE name LIKE ' | |
v_bind;LOOPFETCH cv INTO v_prodname, v_listprice;EXIT WHEN
cv%NOTFOUND;DBMS_OUTPU.PUT_LINE ('Product Info: ' | |
v_prodname | | ',' | | v_listprice);END LOOP;CLOSE cv;END;
D. CREATE PROCEDURE list_products_dynamic (p_product_name
VARCHAR2
DEFAULT NULL) ASTYPE cv_pordtyp IS REF CURSOR;cv
cv_prodtyp;v_prodname
prod_info.name%TYPE;v_listprice prod_info.price%TYPE;v_bind
VARCHAR2
(400);BEGINv_bind := DBMS_ASSERT.ENQUOTE_LITERAL ('%' | |
p_product_name | |
'%');OPEN cv FOR 'SELECT name, price FROM prod_info WHERE name
LIKE ' | | v_bind;LOOPFETCH cv INTO v_prodname,
v_listprice;EXIT WHEN cv%NOTFOUND;DBMS_OUTPU.PUT_LINE ('Product
Info: ' | | v_prodname | | ',' | | v_listprice);END LOOP;CLOSE
cv;END;
E. CREATE PROCEDURE list_products_dynamic (p_product_name
VARCHAR2

DEFAULT NULL) ASv_bind VARCHAR2 (400);BEGINv_bind := '%' | |
p_prodname | |
'%';FOR rec IN ('SELECT name, price FROM prod_info WHERE name
like ' | | v_bind) LOOPDBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE ('Product Info: ' |
| rec.name | | ',' | | rec.price);END LOOP;END;
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements pertaining to block ciphers
is incorrect?
A. Plain text is encrypted with a public key and decrypted with
a private key.
B. It operates on fixed-size blocks of plaintext.
C. Some Block ciphers can operate internally as a stream.
D. It is more suitable for software than hardware
implementations.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Block ciphers do not use public cryptography (private and
public keys).
Block ciphers is a type of symmetric-key encryption algorithm
that transforms a fixed-size block of plaintext (unencrypted
text) data into a block of ciphertext (encrypted text) data of
the same length. They are appropriate for software
implementations and can operate internally as a stream. See
more info below about DES in Output Feedback Mode (OFB), which
makes use internally of a stream cipher.
The output feedback (OFB) mode makes a block cipher into a
synchronous stream cipher. It generates keystream blocks, which
are then XORed with the plaintext blocks to get the ciphertext.
Just as with other stream ciphers, flipping a bit in the
ciphertext produces a flipped bit in the plaintext at the same
location.
This property allows many error correcting codes to function
normally even when applied before encryption.
Reference(s) used for this question:
Wikipedia on Block Cipher mode at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_cipher_mode_of_operation
and
http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/fip81.htm
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A. Amazon EFSãƒ•ã‚¡ã‚¤ãƒ«ã‚·ã‚¹ãƒ†ãƒ
B. EBSæ±Žç”¨SSDãƒœãƒªãƒ¥ãƒ¼ãƒ
C. ãƒ•ã‚±ãƒƒãƒˆå†…ã•®S3ã‚ªãƒ–ã‚¸ã‚§ã‚¯ãƒˆ
D. RDS PostgreSQLãƒ‡ãƒ¼ã‚¿ãƒ™ãƒ¼ã‚¹
Answer: C
Explanation:
EFS not possible.
o encrypt an existing AWS EFS file system you must copy the
data from the existing file system onto the new one, that has
the encryption feature enabled.
EBS Not possible
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